MARC SCHOLARS at HUNTER
Maximizing Access to Research Careers (MARC)

MARC program provides year-round research training for undergraduate underrepresented students at Hunter. The program’s aim is to prepare scholars for admissions acceptance to biomedical graduate research program in Ph.D. or combined M.D./Ph.D. degree. MARC is funded by NIH.

Scholars Receive:
- Hands on research, lab exposure, & mentoring
- Career development training
- Faculty research guidance & student alliances
- Skill building (critical thinking/ scientific writing/presentations)
- Exposure to career scientists and grad recruiters
- Resources for summer/graduate research programs
- Attend a national scientific conference and network

Financial Support: monthly stipend for participating in MARC activities, 15 - 20 hours per week (academic year) and fulltime in the summer

Tuition Assistance for fall & spring semesters

Visit Website for Application Deadline, Program Info, Eligibility, & Application

Website: https://hunter.cuny.edu/marc/
Office: 313 North
Email: marc@hunter.cuny.edu